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Hoshu-in Temple, the extraordinary architecture and
gardens. This issue contains an extensive article on the
experiences of our Bonsai of Florida speaker Sean Smith.

A Message from the Presidenu
tt’s
’ the rainy season in Florida and there is fungus
aamong
mo us! Being president of BSF has not saved me
ffrom
rom watching
w
one of my best Black Pine trees slowly
weaken and
an die over the past months. Just a reminder to us
weaken
aalll
ll to be cognizant
cogn
all
of the changes in weather and the impact
upon our trees, and that preventive maintenance is better than
attempting to turn around a sick plant. Hopefully, you can learn from
my expensive bonsai lesson.

I

The planning of our next convention is proceeding nicely and
additional information is contained
on page 36 of the
magazine. As a
change from the
past three years, the
convention will be
once again hosted by
a club in lieu of the
board planning the
event. No one is happier about that then I am and the
board will have a well-deserved
rest from this intensive activity. I thank the Bonsai Society
of Brevard for stepping up to
the plate to take on this activity
and I remind everyone in BSF to
offer their support and assistance
to Bonsai Society of Brevard in
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providing the manpower necessary for a successful convention.
If everyone does
a little bit, then
no one becomes
overwhelmed. Last
year’s event was successful and I hope
this one will be
even better.
I am going to ask
your help on an
important point of BSF business.
Our membership roster is out-ofdate impeding our ability to communicate with all of you through
e-mail. Our last attempt to send
out the magazine gave us a 60%
return rate; error messages for
unknown e-mail addresses. Our
inability to communicate timely
also has a great impact upon the
FLORIDA BONSAI

speakers’ bureau which now is
based on an e-mail scheduling
system. The board has requested
our webmaster to create a new
membership template/ database.
It was tested by one district to
work out the bugs. We now have a
consistent, membership database
template that is formatted for
ease-of-use.
The new format has been sent out
to each club and we are requesting that you work with us and
input your membership data into
the new format. If you just input
ﬁve names a week, the entire
process will be completed by the
end of the year when we receive
our membership applications
again. Most importantly, please
CONFIRM everyone’s e-mail
address so that we are not inputting obsolete information into
the new database. Please work
with us people! Our trustees will
be following up with all of you.
Our speakers’ bureau is running
smoothly and we are well into
next year’s speaker schedule
planning. We try to bring back

your favorites and introduce new
talented bonsai people to Florida.
Let’s remember to show the
proper courtesy to our visiting
masters and respect each other as
we make arrangements to move
our guests from one venue to
the next.
The old axiom that says “There’s
never time to do it right but there
is always time to do it over” is certainly true when it comes to bonsai. As I look at my trees towards
the end of summer, I am already
evaluating what I did wrong and
hope to ﬁ x next year as I uncover
those branches hiding within
the weeds! I would expect many
of you are doing the same thing
right about now. Anyone in bonsai can make an arbitrary decision but it’s making an informed
and knowledgeable decision that
turns our bonsai from average
to extraordinary.
Making better bonsai decisions
comes with experience and the
eye of those more talented then
we are. That being said, I am
CON T I N U ED ON PAG E 5
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A Message from the Editor

T

h
hi
his
is is a special issue or our magazine. Our long-time
fri
rie
iend and
an speaker Sean Smith submitted an extensive
friend
article on his travels in Japan and his experiences at a Zen
article
monastery
monastery. His travelogue comprises much of this issue.
Ih
ope you all ﬁnd
hope
ﬁnd it as interesting as I did. Sean has been a great supporter of Bonsai Societies of Florida and we look forward to his visit
with us in November. I hope you have all signed up for his tour of the
state – it will be a great experience.
Also starting off this issue is a
wonderful story submitted by our
Junior Scholarship
winner Elsa Johnson.
She relates her
experience with Jim
Vanlandinghmam
at the DuraStone
Nursery in Vero
Beach. Thanks Elsa!
It looks like you had
a great time over your
three-day sessions.
In this issue you will ﬁnd
the information on our BSF
Convention 2010. This event
looks to be shaping up well. Our
guest headliner is Robert Steven.
Robert is a tropical specialist
from Indonesia. I recently saw
him at the WBFF convention in
San Juan, Puerto Rico, and look
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forward to seeing more of his talent next May.
We have solidiﬁed
our relationship
with the Ramada in
Orlando. After the
last convention they
were very eager to
have us back, and
we look forward to
further developing
this relationship.
The proximity of this central
location works well for the majority of our members statewide. I
look forward to seeing many more
of you next year. We understand
that the economy has been a
major factor in our success, but
even in last year’s bleakness we
had great success. I hope that the
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economy stays on track and will
allow many more of our members
to attend the next event.
Also slated for our upcoming
convention is a beavy of Florida’s
heavy-hitters which include:
Mike Cartrett, Toby Diaz, Ernie
Fernandez, Dorthy Schmitz, Ed
Trout, Jim Vanlandingham and
Erik Wigert. With this lineup we
should have an excellent time.

I am trying to ﬁnish this up prior
to leaving for Rochester, New
York, to attend Bill Valavanis’
Shohin Symposium. I will report
on that event and the WBFF in
Puerto Rico in the next issue of
Florida Bonsai.
I hope everyone enjoys this issue
and look forward to hearing from
you with your comments or better
yet, your submission of articles. ❏

A Message from the Presidenu
CON T I N U ED FROM PAG E 3

looking forward to our next
speaker on tour, Sean Smith, who
has a wonderful eye for detail
and is a wealth of information.
Be sure to participate in Sean’s
Florida tour and take advantage
of all of our speakers in order
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to turn all of your trees into
extraordinary bonsai.
Thank you for your support as
I have worked through the ﬁrst
months of being President; there
is a lot left to learn. ❏
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2009 BSF Scholarship Winner
BY ELSA JOHNSON

T

his summer, I was given an opportunity to learn,
and to grow in bonsai, through the Bonsai Society of
Florida’s Junior Scholarship program. For helping me
improve, I would like to say many many thanks to the
Bonsai Society of Florida. There were some key people in making
this possible. So, more thanks to Glen Partlow and of course,
Jim Vanlandingham and Jim Smith.
Walking into the nursery that
ﬁrst day, I had a bad case of butterﬂies. I was about to meet two
of Florida’s best bonsai artists.
Not just meet, but spend three
days with them. But, as Jim V.
took my dad, Blaine, my sister, Eva, and me to the Tree of
Knowledge and began discussing
favorite dinners, I began to relax.
We began with the basics. Jim

Elsa and Jim Vanlandingham examine structure of trees.
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told me about his little saying,
R, S, T, L, N, and E. These six
letters provide a framework for
creating and choosing bonsai. R
for roots. Roots take the longest
but everything relies on the roots
for growth. S is for spread, at the
bottom of the tree. Spread makes
your tree look older and makes
the tree visually appealing. Next
is Taper, the most important.
Without taper, the tree looks
juvenile. Line deﬁnes the
type of tree. Then, N for
“needs” a triangle. And
last, you “Even” need
branches. Jim says, never
put the branches ﬁrst.
Following this quick lesson, we took the tour of
the nursery. After learning
about what to look for, I
began seeing the trees in a
FLORIDA BONSAI

Elsa is instructued in rating Jim’s trees.

whole new light. He took me to a
row of trees that looked like they
were ready for a show. For each of
the six qualities, we gave a rating of
one to ten. To be honest, this made
me a little nervous. Who am I to
tell Jim that this tree has little or
no spread? But Jim quickly put me
at ease when he gave himself twos
and threes.
Now it was time to work on
my trees. Now that I had some
thoughts on what to look for, it
was easier and more enjoyable to
make cuts and to trim. Jim even
made a big cut to one tree that
AUGUST 2009

I was too scared to do before.
He told me, “Know what you’re
doing.” This statement helped me
realize that I needed to be more
conﬁdent in my decisions.
After helping trim some nursery
trees and a little more chatting
under the Tree of Knowledge,
it was time for me to go home.
The next day I came back, eager
instead of nervous.
We started the day with some
talking. Jim explained that, “trees
tell a story.” Everything should
move so the story does not get
boring. Also included in our
PAGE
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Daitoku-ji Temple –A search for understanding
BY SEAN SMITH

M

y winter journey takes me to Kyoto, Japan.
It is now 3:00 P.M. and Senji Morimae has
It
m in the hands of Sokushya Akiyoshi,
me
M
Master
of the temple. Akiyoshi-san has showed
roo
om where I am staying
st
me my ro
room
for the next eight days and nights. To
my dismay he speaks very little English, his only English word so far has
been “Sean.”

The room is simple, 9' x 9', or
four and a half tatami mats, with
a very small dresser and a low tea
table. Best of all, there is a heater
on the wall – thank Buddha.
He tells me to change my clothes.
For the duration of my stay my
favorite color is black – sweatshirt,
pants, socks and even shoes.
I am told by my teacher Senji
Morimae that I need to clear my
mind, to better understand the

art of suiseki. How am I going to
do that? I don’t know what the
Master expects of me. I don’t even
know where the bathroom is.
I hear the Master outside, so I
change and go out to see what
he is doing. He is stacking ﬁrewood. I start to help him and he
tells me “No thank you.” Wow,
more English! However, I insist,
and start to carry the ﬁrewood.
We ﬁnish in about an hour and
he motions me to follow into the
main building. I follow him inside
and we walk into the kitchen
where I meet his lovely wife,
Kanako and have tea. More good
news – she speaks a little English,
and tells me that I am to be a part
of the family. I have the freedom
to walk all around the temple
grounds. “But, never leave unless
you ask us,” she adds.

SSean SSmith
ith with
ith hi
his tteacher
h SSenjiji MMorimae.
i
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Entrance to the
Daitoku-ji Temple
complex and the path
that leads to Hoshu-in.

Editor’s Note: Hoshu-in is
the Maeda family temple,
and one of the many
sub-temples of Daitoku-ji.
It was originally built in
1608 at the request of
Maeda Toshiie’s wife.The
garden was created by
Kobori Enshu in 1617 for
Toshiie’s son, Toshnaga. It
was meant to evoke the
atmosphere of Kinkaku-ji
and Ginkaku-ji.
Daitoku-ji is a huge Rinzai monastary which includes 22 sub-temples. It was founded in the early 1300’s by Shuho Myocho
in what is now the Kita-ku area of Kyoto. The temple complex is linked to a variety of important historical ﬁgures. Hideyoshi
erected a grave for Oda Nobunaga at Soken-in. There is also graves dedicated to Hosakawa Gracia, and Nohime on the premises. The complex is also famous for its connection with tea ceremony master, Sen no Rikyu.
Map of the Daitoku-ji Temple complex. In the upper right is the Hoshu-in Temple. The arrows point toward the entrance of Hoshu-in.
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BSF Convention 2010

A

BY RONN MILLER

ft three years of the BSF sponsoring the annual
fter
ft
con
convention, the Bonsai Society of Brevard Club
volu
volunteered
to host the convention for 2010. I
w
oul like to share with you where we are so far, in
would
the process of setting up the convention. First, I am very honored to
announce that we have secured one of the world’s most renowned bonsai masters, Robert Steven, to headline the convention.
Robert Steven has
been involved in
the art since 1979
and has won more
than 50 competition
awards nationally
and internationally.
He is also very active
in national and international
bonsai organizations. His recent
book Vision of My Soul brings his
thoughts and his love for the art
of bonsai into the light it well
deserves. The following, taken
from the ‘Art of Bonsai’ website,
highlight his remarkable talent:
❏ Born in North Sumatra, 25th.
June 1958.
❏ Married, wife (Beatrice A.
Yun) with one son (Ongston
Bhearto) 21 years and one
daughter (Queency Luvry)
12 years.
PAGE
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❏ In Giftware business (ﬁ ne-art sculptures), Chinese
antique furniture
& memorabilia,
Bonsai appliances,
Stamps & marking devices,
3-D Software & Training and
Internet Marketing.
❏ Other hobbies beside Bonsai :
reading & writing, collecting
antiques and unique memorabilia, taxidermy, magic-art,
sculptures, Chinese ﬂute and
practicing Qi Gong.
❏ Started collecting and creating
Bonsai in 1979. Has a permanent exhibit center with a collection of over 500 bonsai in a
wide variety of species.

FLORIDA BONSAI

In lieu of Vision of My Soul, the
theme of next year’s convention will be Soul of Bonsai. Rob
Kempinski has designed the logo
for the convention from the leaf
on the cover of Roberts’s book.
We have secured the Ramada at
Celebration Convention Center
for next year. This is the same
venue as the 2009 convention,
but with some added beneﬁts
for guests. Guests of the hotel
will receive a buffet breakfast
each day included with the room.
Additionally, the hotel is trying
to get a Beef ‘O’Brady’s outlet in
the hotel which should add convenience for those not wanting
to leave the premises for lunch
or dinner. We have also negotiated a very favorable room rate of
$89 per night for a double room.

t
trees
for workshops.
S far, we have been
So
e
extremely
fortunate to
o
obtaining
some great
m
material
from Robert
P
Pinder
at Dragon
Tree Bonsai. He has some old
Bald Cypress trees that are the
big brothers of the trees at the
March 2009 convention. They
have been in pots for more than
20 years and have great branching, thick trunks and abundant
root systems. Additionally, we
procured some large Drake Elms
that Robert has been nurturing
for many years. He also showed us
some large Hackberry’s that will
make great bonsai.
We are also very grateful to
obtain some great Bouganvillea
and Campeche from Wigert’s
Bonsai Nursery that are going to
be available for a workshop. Erik

The materials committee has
been busy getting some great
AUGUST 2009
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BSF Convention 2010
has done a lot of work on these
trees and they promise to be
superb material.
The shohin workshops at the
March convention were a great
success. Therefore we will have
some shohin workshops next year
also. Jim Vanlandingham has personally selected some incredible
small Ficus nerifolia, Ficus retusa
‘Kingmon’, and Dwarf Wrightia
religisoa from Jim Smith’s nursery
for shohin workshops. Jim has
been working on these trees for
over two months now to insure
that the people that take one of
these workshops will have a shohin worthy of showing.
Due to the success of the “bring
your own tree” workshops in the
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past, we have decided to have one
with our headliner Robert Steven.
As far as the vendor area, we have
many promises from vendors that
should extend the vendor area to
be at least twice as large as the
March convention.
We will be having our Florida artists who are going to participate
in demonstrations and workshops. Some names that we have
so far to star with Robert, are
Mike Cartrett, Toby Diaz, Ernie
Fernandez, Dorothy Schmitz, Ed
Trout, Jim Vanlandingham and
Erik Wigert.
This is the ﬁ rst update on the
progress of the convention and
the team has lots of work to do.
The convention
ccommittee is still
w
working on the
w
workshop and demo
onstration schedule
aat this time. As soon
aas it becomes availaable, we will get it
o
out to everyone for
eearly sign up. ❏
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Speaker Proﬁle – Robert Mahler

B

BY DAVID BARUCH

ob Mahler discovered his passion for bonsai at an
early age. As a teen, he was fortunate enough to
apprentice under the direction of Chase Rosade
of Rosade Bonsai Studios in New Hope, Pennsylvania.
From there he traveled to Tochigi-Ken, Japan, where he would spend
the next four years under the exclusive direction of world-renowned
bonsai master Susumo Sudo. He returned to the States in 1993 and
soon thereafter became the curator of bonsai at the Brooklyn Botanic
Garden in Brooklyn, New York.
He left Brooklyn
in 2005 to pursue
a life-long dream
of working with
individual collectors via lectures,
classes, private
collection maintenance and
tours abroad.
Bob is ﬂuent
in Japanese.
His personal
bonsai favorites
are Japanese White Pines, Satsuki Azaleas, and Japanese Flowering
Apricots. Bob resides in the Philadelphia area with his wife Jess and
their ﬁve dogs.
Robert will be on our Speaker’s Tour in November 2010. For those
interested his fees are $300 per session, or a full day (2 session) for $500.
Email notiﬁcations will be sent out once availability dates have been
secured and we will post this information on the BSF website. ❏
AUGUST 2009
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Jupiter Bonsai

Bonsai, Pre-Bonsai,
Nursery Stock,
Stands, Tools, Pots, Soil, Wire
Everything for your bonsai needs!
Call

5 6 1 . 6 2 8 . 6 3 9 2 for information
WHOLESALE TO THE TRADE

Retail, Demonstrations and Workshops
for Bonsai Clubs by Appointment Only.
visit our website: www.jupiterbonsai.com
94
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Dragon
Tree Bonsai
LARGE SPECIMEN TREES AVAILABLE
ROBERT PINDER
3663 S.W. Honey Terrace, Palm City, FL 34990
(772) 418-7079 email dragontree@bellsouth.net
Right Next to Turnpike Exit #133 in Palm City
Please come join us at our study group meeting held on the
second Sunday of every month. Time: 10–1 at Dragon Tree.
We’re looking forward to having you visit.
94

Old Florida Bonsai
“By appointment only”

Richard Turner
J.J. Turner
1755 74th Avenue
Vero Beach, FL 32966

(772) 562-1338
Cell: (772) 538-1024
E-mail: Jonesturner@mindspring.com

01
01

Bonsai & Things Shibui
Barbara R. Poglitsch
Featuring Kiku & Joshua Roth Tools
www.bonsaiandthingsshibui.com
email infoshibui@comcast.net
PH 772-287-5356 By Appointment Only
93
9
3

To Advertise in
Florida Bonsai contact:
advertising@bonsai-bsf.com
for information.
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2930 South Road
North Fort Myers, FL 33917
239.543.2234
www.wigertsbonsai.com
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BSF Membership
Individuals acquire BSF membership as members of a local affiliated club. Other
memberships include: Member-At-Large, Member Organization-At-Large, Donor
Membership, or Special Life Membership.
For membership information contact Carol Partelow, Membership Chair,
35 Eastwood Drive, Palm Coast, FL 32164-6157. eMail: gpartelow1 @ cfl.rr.com

Florida Bonsai Publications
A black and white printed version of the magazine is provided to members of the Bonsai Societies of
Florida. A sampling is also available to the public in full-color by downloading from the BSF website:
http://www.bonsai-bsf.com/magazine/
The full-color screen version of the publication is in “pdf” format. Be sure you have the most current
version of Adobe Reader. Adobe Reader software is free and available at www.adobe.com.
AUGUST 2009
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Florida Bonsai Subscription ForM
Florida Bonsai is published by the Bonsai Societies of Florida (BSF) four times a
year. If you would like to subscribe to Florida Bonsai for $15 a year, please complete the following form. For international subscribers, please send info requests
to bsf.editor@gmail.com (the cost will be $15 plus applicable postage).

NAME

STREET ADDRESS

CITY, STATE, ZIP

TELEPHONE NUMBER

EMAIL ADDRESS

AFFILIATION

DATE

AMOUNT ENCLOSED

Make check payable to Bonsai Societies of Florida and mail to:
Bonsai Societies of Florida Subscription,
c/o BSF Membership, 4 Claridge Court South, Palm Coast, FL 32137-8350
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ARCHIVES
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David Baruch
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e-store for pots & tools

bonsaimonk com

Bo n sa i by the M o n a st e ry
Shop Online:
Houtoku Pots
Tokoname Pots
Korean Mica Pots
Akadama & Kanuma
Books, Accessories, Wire
Yagimitsu & Ryukoh Tools

Competitive Prices! Request a copy of our free catalog...

Tollfree Orders: 1.800.778.POTS (7687)
Local: 770.388.0531
Fax: 770.760.0989
2625 Highway 212 SW

Conyers, GA 30094

Visiting Atlanta?
Don’t miss our Greenhouse Store!
Map & Hours on our Website:
www.bonsaimonk.com
Store Phone: 770.918.9661
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